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Summary
Companies that manufacture aircraft,
ships, or other large, integrated assemblies know that these highly complex
products can take months or years to
build and require tightly controlled processes for production and compliance
management.
The SAP® Complex Assembly Manufacturing solution supports the production of highly engineered, low-volume
products that are subject to continuous
design change. The software helps to
improve decision making, reduce costs,
and enhance regulatory compliance.

Business Challenges
•• Manage and trace engineering changes
•• Plan production operations
•• Dispatch job orders to manufacturing
teams
•• Manage part genealogy
•• Control assembly configuration
•• Collect and archive manufacturing,
quality, and compliance data
•• Process planning, order routing, and
the creation of work instructions
•• Take corrective action for nonconforming
material
Key Features
•• Integrated product definition – Manage
manufacturing engineering, planning,
and work-instruction authoring
•• Manufacturing execution – Control
manufacturing processes to build
complex assemblies that meet customer
requirements
•• Electronic callboard – Optimize
communication between operators
and support teams

•• First article inspection – Comply with
regulation AS9102A
•• Unique identification (UID) – Support
product identification per MIL-STD 130
•• Time-sensitive materials management
– Track the entire materials lifecycle
Business Benefits
•• Improve productivity and quality by
communicating engineering changes
quickly
•• Reduce the learning curve by making
work instructions standardized and
interactive
•• Enhance compliance through electronic
data collection and management
•• Reduce scrap, rework, and downtime
through closed-loop nonconformance
reporting and rework disposition
For More Information
Call your SAP representative or visit us
online at www54.sap.com/solution/industry
/aerospace-defense/solutions/lob/complex
-products.html.

To compete successfully in a global market, manufacturers worldwide must maximize performance. With increased focus on software affordability, they need solutions that improve operational
efficiency, support standardization, and meet lean manufacturing
requirements.

respond quickly to product configuration
changes caused by engineering updates
and resolve quality issues.
SAP Complex Assembly Manufacturing
is a single tool that supports two primary
process areas: integrated product definition
and manufacturing execution.

Information for Today’s Complex
Manufacturing Challenges

Integrated Product Definition
Integrated product definition includes
a robust set of functionality that allows
manufacturing engineers and production
planners to define how highly complex
products are manufactured, modified,
and maintained during product support.
Manufacturing complex products
often requires the incorporation of engineering changes right up to the time of
delivery. Documentation and approval of
these changes in a traditional environment
can add days of cycle time. By using billof-materials management, engineers can
quickly update manufacturing bills of materials and compare as-built or as-shipped
bills of materials to the engineering bill to
confirm that completed product configurations are correct.
Engineers capture, retrieve, author,
manage, and distribute multimedia manufacturing work instructions using computeraided process planning. Because process
planning is integrated with manufacturing
execution, updates to detailed processes
for plans – including assembly, fabrication,
and tooling – are immediately viewable
by production teams.
Manufacturing changes and the
effects of new requirements are easily and
quickly incorporated through manufacturing change management functionality.

Today’s manufacturers often operate multiple plants and collaborate with partners
across the country and around the globe.
Operating effectively in this environment
requires end-to-end visibility into accurate,
real-time manufacturing information. It
requires solutions that can integrate and
protect product data while making information accessible to customers, suppliers,
and internal stakeholders.
This is particularly true for products that
involve complex manufacturing processes.
These products are typically produced in
low volumes using high-touch labor. They
may involve parts that are subject to continuous design changes and regulatory
requirements.
Increased requirements placed on
manufacturers by industry regulators stipulate secure methods to capture, track,
and archive compliance information. It
is critical that producers who build complex products have good visibility into
current information throughout the production process.
Reliable information is also required
to assure product quality – another key
to competitive success. Production operators need current and concise instructions
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to ensure that finished products meet
all specifications. Operators need to know
early on about engineering changes that
may affect work in process. Equally important is accurate reporting of nonconforming materials and the ability to take swift
corrective action.
Without an integrated manufacturing
system to control such critical information, companies struggle to drive manufacturing costs down, as today’s demanding
customers require.
The SAP® Complex Assembly Manufacturing solution helps manufacturers
address today’s challenges by leveraging
deep knowledge in discrete manufacturing
and assembly for greater shop-floor control and tightly integrated collaboration.
Single System Connects Planning
and Shop Operations
SAP Complex Assembly Manufacturing
closes the loop between mission-critical
manufacturing planning, shop-floor operations, and the rest of your organization. The
software helps you plan, define, capture,
track, share, and store data for subassemblies, subsystems, and final assemblies.
It enables real-time visibility across a manufacturing line, an entire plant, or your whole
enterprise. It can help you recognize and

Changes are handled efficiently while controlling configuration for work in process.
Manufacturing Execution
Manufacturing execution functionality in
the solution supports work in process on
the shop floor, as defined in the integrated
process-definition tool. A powerful set of
functions helps shop-floor supervisors,
mechanics, and quality technicians build
products and collect data as specified to
meet compliance requirements.
Work orders are created, executed, and
maintained using shop-floor management
tools. Production information is available
at the touch of a button. Teams can access
context-sensitive work instructions for
a concise set of directions augmented by
attached engineering drawings, detail process standards, blueprints, and 3-D visualizations. Parts lists and highlighted graphics
appear side by side, making it easier to
see what parts are to be assembled in the
next step.
Work assignments within a department are made by supervisors based
on available resources. Tools for product
management integration let a supervisor know that an assigned operator’s
certification is valid, so that products are

built by qualified operators or technicians
as required.
Nonconformance management is critical for companies in highly regulated manufacturing industries. Integrated functionality
in the solution helps you flag, define, and
rectify areas of nonconformance. If discrepancies are found, you can issue a nonconformance record and create rework orders
or rework plans. The software tracks every
aspect of the nonconformance, from the
time a violation is discovered until the product is brought back into compliance.
Support for as-built bill-of-materials
management bundles all recorded product
data for each order into a single record, even
if the data comes from multiple sources.
You deliver product data records to your
customer and archive them for later
reference.
Mobile Solution
An extension of the shop-floor management software, the SAP Complex Manufacturing Accelerator mobile app provides
shop-floor supervisors, mechanics, and
quality inspectors with quick and easy
access to critical manufacturing data at
the point of work. It eliminates the need
to travel from the work site to tethered

workstations by delivering electronic work
instructions, including visual aids, where
and when users need them.
Meeting Additional Complex Challenges
SAP Complex Assembly Manufacturing
includes many other functions to streamline the manufacturing process. Functions for tool management, control, and
accountability help you oversee tool manufacturing and gain visibility into tooling
information, accountability, physical inventories, and any surplus of customer or
company-owned special tooling.
The electronic callboard manages
communication via auto-generated calls
between your shop and support teams
for engineering, quality control, or production control. The callboard can include
graphics, documents, or slide presentations and can serve as a work queue for
product inspections.
SAP Complex Assembly Manufacturing supports regulation AS9102A from
the Americas Aerospace Quality Group
for first article inspection (FAI) and MILSTD 130 from the U.S. Department of
Defense for unique identification (UID).
It can also help you manage perishable
items and other time-sensitive material.

SAP Complex Assembly Manufacturing helps manufacturers
address today’s challenges by leveraging deep knowledge in
discrete manufacturing and assembly for greater shop-floor
control and tightly integrated collaboration.
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Business Benefits Throughout
the Manufacturing Value Chain
Together, the broad, content-rich functionalities of SAP Complex Assembly Manufacturing optimize the production, quality,
and compliance of highly engineered
products.
The software helps you enforce lean
manufacturing principles, reduce cycle
time for work in process, and properly allocate resources. Nonconformance tracking
and interactive work instructions make
your operation more effective, thereby
reducing scrap, rework, and production
downtime. Tools for electronic data management help you comply with government requirements.

By making engineering changes more
visible and traceable, the software can
improve operational and business decision making. Integrating your manufacturing operations with the rest of the
enterprise enables continuous coordination between all organizational activities.
Together, these benefits provide the
maximized performance your business
needs to compete effectively today.
For More Information
To learn how SAP Complex Assembly
Manufacturing can strengthen your production processes, contact your SAP
sales representative or visit our Web site
at www54.sap.com/solution/industry
/aerospace-defense/solutions/lob
/complex-products.html.

